terrace tile 600x600mm

tile support

water retardant layer

insulation (1.6% slope) with wooden support

vapor retardant layer

200mm lignatur wooden hollow core slab with acoustic filling

600mm glulam beam

enamelled glass

200 mm insulation

HE200B steel column

vapor retardant layer

100mm insulation

water retardant layer

wall finish

1:5 roof terrace

1:20 horizontal section

1:5 floor (steel)

1:5 horizontal wall

1:20 vertical section

floor finish

top floor with floor heating

200mm concrete slab floor

IPE500 steel beam

ventilation duct

suspended ceiling

HE340B steel column

floor grate

induction unit for floor facade mount

insulation

air vent

brick strip

aluminum framing

insulation

water retardant layer

board material